dOSEK: A Dependable RTOS for Automotive
Applications

I. I NTRODUCTION
The effect of transient hardware faults is typically categorized into control flow and data errors. Accordingly, many
software-based dependability concepts cover only one candidate of errors, for example introducing error-correcting codes
for memory faults or control-flow signatures on the other hand.
Only few approaches tackle both error types simultaneously, as
for instance the vital coded microprocessor (VCP) [1], using
an arithmetic data encoding also including control flow and
temporal information. The VCP provides a common prime
number A, allowing to detect errors when calculating the
remainder, a variable-specific signature BX preventing the
mix-up of two encoded values, and a time stamp D ensuring
actuality:
Xenc = X · A + BX + D
(1)
The concept was pursued by compilers generating fully encoded systems [2]. Nevertheless, such a fully encoded system implies considerable runtime overhead, which seriously
restricts its applicability in our targeted domain of mixedcriticality systems. The Combined Redundancy (CoRed) approach [3] addresses this issue by safe-guarding the computation intensive application logic with triple modular redundancy, while protecting only the voting procedure – the
remaining single point of failure (SPOF) – with the help an
Extended AN Code (EAN), also based on Equation 1. While
CoRed provides a holistic approach on application level, it still
depends on an operating system, which reliably coordinates the
replica execution, as well as spatial and temporal isolation.
The hardening of the operating system itself is not covered
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Abstract—Recent automotive systems exhibit an increased susceptibility against transient hardware faults. As a consequence,
dependability measures are mandatory to provide appropriate
fault detection or masking properties fulfilling the required
safety standards. On the other hand, production costs are
still a crucial factor in this domain, which leads to hardware
consolidation and therefore mixed-criticality systems. An existing
dependability approach, supporting such systems, combines triple
modular redundancy with encoded operations, but still leaves the
operating system as single point of failure. We intend to close
this gap by extending the encoded operations throughout the
kernel execution, and additionally integrate the analyzed system
behavior into the code.
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Fig. 1. Upon dOSEK two tasks are instantiated: Task 1 includes a CoRed [3]
safe-guarded task system with triple modular redundancy. Task2 implements
an uncritical monitoring application, which is isolated in terms of space and
time from the safety critical component. dOSEK aims to extend the SOR from
the CoRed application layer over the entire operating system.

by the CoRed approach, thus left as single point of failure.
We intend to close this gap by extending the EAN concept
throughout the entire kernel execution. Our targeted system
domain are static OSEK-like operating systems (OSs), which
are used extensively in the automotive area.
II. T HE BASIC I DEA
We use the concept of the sphere of replication (SOR) [4]
to depict the ideas and issues more comprehensively. A SOR
describes a logical domain protected by some fault detection
scheme ensuring that any fault occurring within the sphere
and propagating to its boundary will be detected. In other
words, as long as redundancy is applied, either being triple
modularity, or in terms of encoded values, which facilitates
at least fault detection, the system lies within a SOR. Once
a value is decoded, the border of the SOR is reached: at this
point the redundancy is dropped.
As depicted in Figure 1, our approach aims to extend
the SOR from the CoRed application layer (replicas and
voter) over the entire kernel execution, while preserving the
realizability of mixed-criticality systems. The system call can
be seen as an entry point to the kernel’s SOR. At this point,
redundancy in terms of EAN is applied and kept throughout
the entire kernel execution. In fact, any data processed within
the kernel, that is the input parameters as well as the internal
kernel state, has to be encoded all the way through the kernel
execution. Only when reaching the border of the SOR, for
example when concrete values are to be set in hardware
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Fig. 2. On the basis of the original application (app.c) and the system
description (app.oil) a system analysis reveals the task dependencies
and the expected runtime behavior according to the OSEK specification.
Subsequently a tailored kernel (dOSEK.c) is generated, where the expected
behavior information is merged into encoded system call parameters.

registers, a value is validated and decoded. Consequently, all
operations within the kernel must be able to handle EAN
encoded values. This may also lead to unusual data structure
design optimized for EAN support, rather than runtime or
memory efficiency. However, a fully static embedded system
provides a significant amount of system knowledge. To take
advantage of this information, we aim to integrate the analyzed
system behavior into the EAN code, which allows to detect
deviations from the expected behavior.
III. R EQUIREMENTS
As already mentioned, our targeted system domain are static
OSEK-like mixed-criticality systems. The OSEK specification
[5] for the core functions is small, precise and a good starting
point for designing a safety-critical OS. The dOSEK kernel
will provide essential dependability aspects, like temporal
isolation in terms of a watchdog or deadline monitoring
concept. Also, spatial isolation among the tasks with the help
of a memory protection unit is mandatory.
To realize CoRed protected applications, the dOSEK kernel
has to provide means for reliable coordination and voting of
the various replica tasks. Therefore the kernel must be tailored
to the specific application to provide proxies for system
calls within replicated instances. Such a tailoring requires a
composable OS design concept similar to the CiAO family [6].
While CiAO concentrates on memory and runtime efficiency,
we focus on effective dependability aspects, in the first place.
IV. I NTENDED A PPROACH
For both problems we will exploit the static domain knowledge, that arises from the static system design. As illustrated in
Figure 2a, all tasks and resources are well-known beforehand.
The stringent OSEK specification allows to build a complete
space of reachable OS states. With the help of a static analysis
tool [7], this, potentially huge, state space can be reduced
by considering the analyzed kernel interaction and resource
dependencies of the concrete application (see Fig. 2b). This,
actually redundant, information can be then used as a further dependability aspect improving fault detectability: The
signatures B of the original encoding rule (see Eq. 1) are
selected to be unique for each variable, but they do not contain
further redundant information. The system generation step

(Fig. 2c) integrates the system knowledge into the code word,
leveraging the validation of the tasks’ interaction, as expected
after the pre-runtime analysis. Entering the SOR with system
call parameters encoded this way, the signature allows to check
the validity of the call according to the analyzed application.
As a result, beneath control flow and data integrity, even the
system behavior is condensed into a tailored EAN code. The
resulting kernel (dOSEK.c) has a strictly continuous SOR
with dedicated entries and check points at the specific sphere
boundaries, where the encoded results are validated.
This might further enable transactional behavior: When
initiating a transaction, that is entering a system call, the
current OS state can be backed up. The following kernel
execution happens within the SOR; no irreversible action is
performed without passing a check point at the SOR boundary.
This clearly defined commit phase also facilitates graceful
degradation. In case of a detected error. the misleading system
call can be retried, or, with the help of the application
knowledge, an alternative path can be chosen. Ultimately, if
no viable solution can be found, the system may still result in
a fail-stop state.
V. C HALLENGES
We expect some interesting challenges to be tackled, when
realizing the dOSEK kernel. First we need to find decent algorithms and data structures for the operating system primitives
that operate on encoded values efficiently. Since the OSEK
specification provides several conformance classes, we can
start with a small subset of primitives and build up from
there. The second challenge will be to keep the SOR as big as
possible to minimize the unprotected operations. Clearly, the
bare hardware registers are a natural SOR boundary of any
software-based solution.
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